1st Environmental, Food and Animal Sustainability Festival
The first great event addressing sustainability on a 360° scale.
Enna, heart of Sicily, heart of the world for sustainability. JOIN US!
Sponsored by:

Info and cooperation: +39 3451435920 (Fernando) - info@festivalsostenibile.it
Info@festivalsostenibile.it

www.festivalsostenibile.it

1st ITALIAN ENVIRONMENTAL, FOOD AND ANIMAL SUSTAINABILITY FESTIVAL
Dear Guest,

it is with pleasure that we present you the
1st Environmental, Food and Animal Sustainability Festival.
We would be very glad to welcoming you as cooperator and/or participant owing to your sensitivity to the topic of sustainability in
the ecosystem and would be honoured to have you as our guest.
Created from an idea by Fernando Bruno, the event is organized in cooperation with Italy’s only vegan-fruitarian restaurant
(www.veganfruttariano.it) and the CEAS - COMITATO ETICO AAA SOSTENIBILITÀ (AAA sustainability ethics committee).
The festival allows visitors to get in touch with ethical sensibility on topics such as environmental protection and safeguarding and
promotion of historical, cultural and archaeological significant places in our country, starting from the marvellous city of Enna and its
surroundings. All that can be achieved through new eco-sustainable and healthy diet varieties (for example veganism and fruitarianism), experimenting new taste horizons and working with animal-rights activists and environmental associations aiming at protecting
and safeguarding animals and environment and educating people to respect every living being, which is paramount for reversing the
present damaging tendency to destroying our planet.
The event will be hosted in historical and prestigious locations in the city thanks to the local administration and municipality kindly
granting permission. The venues in the city have been chosen because of their uniqueness and high historical and cultural interest
and will be equipped accordingly to best suit this event on 360° sustainability. Therefore Enna “umbilicus siciliae”(heart of Sicily) will
be at the centre of studies, debates, experiences, conferences, cultural and artistic performances, exhibitions, show cooking
performances, exposition of ethical and biological produces and food, spiritual moments, sports, solidarity and welcoming events.
Many areas and locations, as well as meeting rooms, will be best equipped for the event to be a real success.

Here are the chosen areas for the event on 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th JUNE 2019:
- The Castello di Lombardia (“Lombardy castle”) in the area within the castle’s walls – taken care of by the local tourism office Proloco,
which is also going to organize promoting and public relations.
There will also be an equipped area for artistic performances and exhibitions .
- Rocca di Cerere – Artistic and theatrical performances, exhibitions and guided tours for tourists
- Exhibition area in the Bio market area in contrada Scifitello – Presence of socially responsible exhibitors whose philosophy mirrors
the event’s principles
- The squares along the avenue via Roma - vernissage, theatrical activities, artistic, musical and recreational performances

- Market area in piazza Europa (square) – ethical market and artistic performances
- Quadrivio (intersection) area in Enna bassa - artistic, recreational and musical

- Federico's II tower garden - meditation, yoga, ethical market
- Pergusa lake (motor racing circuit , woodland area) – guided tours of the park, recreational and
demonstrations.

sustainability activities, e-cars

All locations will witness ad hoc events with the objective of raising the visitors’ awareness to the three macro subjects of sustainability. The cooperation with a number of Sicilian and Italian tourism agencies, as well as with the local tourism offices, socially responsible municipalities and universities will give a boost to the touristic industry thanks to the number of visitors.

Roads traffic during the event will mainly be characterized by electric cars made available for free to citizens by a company in the
field. Moreover all event locations will be reachable via urban means E-BUS for free organized by the local administration and
municipality especially for the occasion.

This event is the obvious evolution of the last one created in cooperation with Cefi (Comitato etico fruttariano – Fruitarian ethics
committee), the municipality and the province of Milan, which took place at the Shaolin Centre in via Teglio and was a big success
for both visibility and attendance: the Fruitarian Sustainable Festival (17th-19th November 2017) https://www.facebook.com/
events/1203407596445996/
On that occasion visitors could not only experience a number of fruitarian food tastings both cooked and raw, but also get directly
in touch with fruits producers along with partners in the cosmetic, clothing, accessories, green energy and recycling industry. A series of entertaining show cooking performances by fruitarian chefs as well as educational meetings, round tables with experts, medical doctors, nutritionists, philosophers, writers, economists and researchers also determined the great outcome of the past event
and will surely lead to an even more successful one.
Debates on ethics and economical subjects, artistic and musical performances of famous socially responsible artists were and will
be also essential.
A number of famous partners in the medical, scientific, artistic, economic and cultural field have already

Biologist and psychologist Marilù Mengoni and Dr. Vasco Merciadri (both members of our ethics committee), Dr. Luciano
Proietti (paediatrician and author of books on child vegetarian nutrition) and big testimonials like Loredana Cannata (actress
and animal-rights activist SPONSOR and TESTIMONIAL OF THE EVENT), Cannelle (socially responsible entrepreneur and former
show girl), Daniela Poggi (vegan actress and presenter who will be SPONSOR and TESTIMONIAL OF THE EVENT), Claudia Zanella
(vegan actress and writer), Thomas Torelli (director and film-maker), Red Canzian (vegan former bass player of historical band
Pooh), Michela De Petris (nutritionist doctor), Guè Pequeno (rapper), Rago & Farina (Atelier Folies Historical successful music
band of the 80s), Giulia Innocenzi (journalist and writer), Pino Aprile (famous journalist), Roberto Lipari (comic), Salvatore
Tamburro (economic researcher, expert on economic sustainability and seignorage), Paola Sobbrio, Sabina Bietolini, Katie
Cleary (peace 4 animals), Antonio Pimpini, , Gabriele Ceracchini, and many others sensitive to the subjects on the agenda.

The event will be promoted with a widespread media campaign in all sectors sensitive to the topics and on national TV, magazines and
newspapers. Teleambiente (on terrestrial digital TV) and Telecolor will most likely be a permanent partner, along with other possible
broadcasters like Rai, Sky tg24, 7 Gold, Mediaset, La 7 which also participated to last November event.
A proper Facebook page will be also created, not to mention an ad hoc website and Twitter and Instagram profiles. Various “short” promotional videos will be shot and broadcasted on local and national radio and TV stations in addition to a timely and smart billboards,
flyers and posters campaign.
It will feature a journey through the culture and knowledge of sustainability intertwined with new and surprising tastes in a strong and
innovative bond aspiring to a “new society”, namely a more aware and responsible one starting from daily choices.
In occasion of the former and smaller event, the attendance and focus were greater than expected (the Facebook page registered more
than 100.000 people interested in the event and more than 5.000 participating). On this basis we are expecting even greater results for
the coming event.

The organizers come mainly from Enna or live there and are well-known for their professionalism and reliability.

Vegan-Fruitarian restaurant in Milan (owned by Fernando Bruno and Bruma sas)
CEAS COMITATO ETICO AAA SOSTENIBILITA’ (AAA sustainability ethics committee )
President: Mr. Fernando Bruno.
Members:
Dr. Greta Bruno ( generale coordinator and coordinator of research and historical/archaeological guides)
Dr. Lorenza Ferrero (north and central Italy coordinator)
Dr. Marilù Mengoni (scientific coordinator)
De. Luce Pennisi (Veg Sicilia village)
Dr. Vasco Merciadri (scientific/medical coordinator)
Dr. Gaetano Baiunco (scientific/medical coordinator)
Mr. Roberto Rutella (coordinator and technical supervisor of space organisation)

Mrs. Gioia Pugliese (promoting coordinator and liaison with the local tourism offices in Sicily)
With your help we are willing to create and launch contests and prizes for retail and catering businesses as well as university students in order to increase the interest and involve
even more participants from other regions and areas, since we are very positive that the event will bring an abundant flow of tourists.
In that sense, the Committee is developing “sustainable” ad hoc menus for Enna’s restaurants in addition to discussing agreements with hotels and starting a contest for students of
secondary schools in Enna and surroundings for the designing of the final logo of the event, which will be then used for all communications.
We are at your disposal for any further clarification and/or information and will be pleased to present the event in a more detailed and exhaustive manner and establish a
cooperation with you.
Of course you have aroused your interest, we can not wait to receive a kind and positive response and a possible financial support or donation
Sincerely,
CEAS and Fernando Bruno, President of the Ethics Committee.
Info and contacts: +39 3451435920 (Fernando Bruno) - presidente@festivalsostenibile.it - I
nfo@festivalsostenibile.it
http://www.festivalsostenibile.it/
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/festivalsostenibile/?modal=admin_todo_tour

